We define and study the inverse of particle addition process in the Abelian sandpile model. We show how to obtain the unique recurrent configuration corresponding to a single particle deletion by a sequence of operations called inverse avalanches. We study the probability distribution of sl, the number of "untopplings" in the first inverse avalanche. For a square lattice, we determine Prob (sl ) [7] . If from a spanning tree we delete a bond at random, the probability distribution of the number of sites disconnected is known to have power law tails. In two dimensions, this probability varies as s "~, where s is the number of sites disconnected [11] .
This case has been solved exactly, and it was found that the model has upper critical dimension 3, and all the critical exponents describing avalanche size distribution have been determined in all dimensions [3] .
For the undirected case, the problem has been solved exactly only on the Bethe lattice [4] . The most often studied case is the two dimensional square lattice, both by simulations [5, 6] and theoretically. In this case, using the general equivalence of ASM's to the q~0 limit of the q-state Potts model, and known values of exponents from conformal field theory, all the exponents can be expressed in terms of one unknown exponent [7] . Only recently has it been possible to calculate the fractional number of sites having different heights in the steady state in two dimensions [8] . It is also known that correlations between sites with minimum allowed height vary as r in the critical state, where r is the separation between sites, in the bulk, and on the surface [9, 10] . However, so far it has not been possible to relate any of the exponents referring to distribution of sizes of avalanches to known exponents. The present paper is an effort in this direction. [7] . The equivalence between these problems implies that all critical exponents defined in the spanning tree problem would have corresponding exponents in the ASM case. For example, the fractal dimension of chemical paths on the spanning tree is related to the way the duration of avalanches scales with their linear size [7] . If from a spanning tree we delete a bond at random, the probability distribution of the number of sites disconnected is known to have power law tails. In two dimensions, this probability varies as s "~, where s is the number of sites disconnected [11] .
In this paper we show that the exponent in the ASM case that corresponds to deleting an edge in the spanning tree problem is related to the process of removing Prob(s, =0)=l -Prob(z, =4) .
The right-hand side has been calculated by Priezzhev [8] .
Now consider the case s, =1. This can occur only if z, f =1. Hence we get Prob (S&= 2) = 4Prob (l2l~l) = 0.041524 (8.2) where we have used obvious notation for the probability that, in the self-organized critical state, the preselected cluster of sites has the height subconfiguration shown, and used the earlier calculated results of Ref. [9] .
For any finite value of si, there are only a denumerable number of FSC's, and the probabilities of each subconfiguration can be calculated as determinants of finite matrices using the method described in [9] . +l6 prob l23ll +leprob 22 (8.4) %e note that a similar series is encountered in calculating the probability that on deleting a bond at random in a spanning tree, exactly s, sites get disconnected [11] (10) Tj F + 1 j for 1~j~n~ (12) Experimentation with small systems shows that this is usually true. (Its general validity was erroneously claimed in [2] . ) However, there are exceptions. One simple example is shown in Fig. 1 Another question which is intriguing is formulating the precise relationship between the sets F; and T;, and explaining why the relationship (12) holds in a large majority of cases, but not always.
We hope that future studies will throw some light on these questions.
